
CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT


Regional Planning Services Department


Staff Report to the Regional Planning Committee


Meeting of Wednesday April 16, 2003


SUBJECT:


RGS Settlement Proposal


BACKGROUND:


Feb. 27, 2002 The Regional District Board gave first and second reading to the Regional 


Growth Strategy, Bylaw No. 2952. The Board passed a resolution to hold a 


public hearing on the bylaw, and to submit the bylaw to member 


municipalities, neighbouring regional district(s), and the Minister of 


Community, Aboriginal and Women’s Services.


April 3, 2002 The public hearing on Bylaw No. 2952 is held.


April 5, 2002 The Regional Growth Strategy is formally submitted to the member 


municipalities, the CVRD and the Minister.


July 23, 2002 Correspondence from the District of North Saanich received by the 


Regional Board Chair and Directors indicating the District Council’s 


refusal of the RGS.  


Oct. 31, 2002 Conclusion of statutory referral process, following two extensions of the 


deadline by the province to permit resolution of outstanding issues.


Nov. 28, 2002 Letter sent by Regional Board Chair, Christopher Causton, to Minister 


George Abbott to notify him (in accordance with Section 859 of the Local 


Government Act) of the conclusion of the RGS referral period, and that 


the District of North Saanich and the Town of Sidney Councils had not 


accepted the RGS bylaw.


Dec. 18, 2002 Correspondence from the Town of Sidney is received by the Regional 


Board Chair and Directors requesting the Board revise the Regional 


Growth Strategy to address the concerns of municipalities, particularly 


with regard to implementation and review. 


Mar. 5, 2003  Legal opinion received from “Staples, McDannold, Stewart” regarding the 


Council resolution submitted to the Board by the Town of Sidney. 
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DISCUSSION:


This report is an update to the report that came before the Regional Planning Committee on 


March 19, 2003.  It includes correspondence from the District of North Saanich (Attachment A), 


and provides suggested wording for the regional district’s submission for the final proposal 


arbitration. The body of the report was changed to address the concerns raised by the Mayor of 


Sidney in his presentation to the Regional Planning Committee of March 19

th


2003.  


A letter dated February 26, 2003 was sent to the Regional Board Chair and Directors from the 


Town of Sidney (Attachment B), proposing a bylaw amendment in order to make a text change to


the RGS bylaw, which may be sufficient for the Town to accept the Regional Growth Strategy.  


The Town of Sidney Council has proposed a change to Implementation Section I.1 to delete the 


reference to a substantial 5-year review of the RGS, and to replace it with wording to “consider 


whether the RGS should be reviewed for possible amendment once every five years.”


To determine how to address Sidney’s proposal, the Regional District sought and obtained a legal 


opinion on the procedural aspects of Sidney’s proposal (Attachment C). This was required due to 


the requirements imposed by the provincial legislation on the RGS settlement and approval 


process. The legal opinion reiterates that a municipality cannot make a conditional acceptance of 


the RGS.  It may either accept or refuse the RGS.  As such, the Town of Sidney’s proposal is 


deemed to be a refusal.  Should the regional Board want to amend the RGS at this stage, it must 


re-circulate the bylaw for another 120 days.


Although the legal opinion pertained to the proposal from the Town of Sidney, the same opinion 


regarding a conditional acceptance would apply to the position of the District of North Saanich.  


This limitation within the legislation has been communicated to the administrator of the District 


of North Saanich.


Correspondence was received by members of the Regional Board from the Minister of 


Community, Aboriginal and Women's Services in February of this year (Attachment D).  The 


Minister's letter outlines the options for settlement of the RGS, and invites the parties to provide 


the Minister with information on how they would like to proceed with the resolution of 


outstanding issues.  


The Settlement Process for Regional Growth Strategies


The provincial legislation establishes a settlement process for the regional growth strategy.  In 


addition to mediation, the legislation includes the use of peer panels, final proposal arbitration 


and full arbitration. 


The Regional Planning Committee considered the range of settlement options provided for 


through the provincial legislation, including mediation, peer panel, final proposal arbitration and 


full arbitration.  The Committee resolved that final proposal arbitration was the most effective 


approach to address the outstanding issues.
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The chart below outlines the process and cost implications of the various settlement options that 


were considered: 


Mediation Peer Panel Final Proposal 


Arbitration


Full Arbitration


Key Features
 Professional 


mediator guides 


process


Panel of three 


outside elected 


officials &/or local 


government experts 


Single arbitrator


Evidence & decision 


limited to written 


documentation &


written submissions


Single arbitrator


Extensive evidence, 


including interviews 


and witnesses.  


Decision is not 


limited to 


submissions


Process 


Requirements


Must re-draft & re-


circulate RGS for 


120 day review.  


Unlimited scope


Need to arrange 


timing and 


availability of 3 


external panel 


members


Parties decide on mutually-acceptable 


arbitrator. Re-referral is not required


Public hearing is not required  


Timing
 Approx. 6 months Approx. 4-6 months 


Depends on 


complexity of issues 


Approx. one month 


from initiation of 


process.  Actual 


arbitration is a few 


hours


Timing depends on 


complexity of issues 


and evidence 


Approx. 2-3 months


Staff 


Requirements


Extensive; staff 


required to guide 


process, revised 


RGS, re-circulate, 


etc.


Logistical & 


procedural support. 


May require legal 


review if panel is not 


versed in RGS 


legislation


Limited to drafting 


initial settlement 


option for Committee 


& Board review.


Compiling evidence 


and drafting 


submission(s)


Financial 


Requirements


Mediator @ 


$175/hour 


Most of the cost is 


associated with staff 


time at CRD & 


municipal level


May involve 


additional legal 


resources


Cost associated with 


panel members 


travel, 


accommodation, per 


diem expenses and 


charges 


Approx. $5,000 +


Arbitrator @ 


$175/hour


Approx. $1,200


Arbitrator @ 


$175/hour


Approx. $3,000+


Decision
 No guarantee of 


acceptance or closure


External panel 


determines solution 


based on input


Resolution obtained based on 


submissions/evidence


The Arbitration Process


The arbitration process usually follows the following format:


1) Pre-arbitration meeting: the parties meet with the arbitrator they have chosen. At this meeting 


the parties will indicate the nature of the dispute.  The arbitrator will verify the rules of the 


process and the expectations of the participants. A date will be set for the arbitration. An 


agreement (on the above) is signed by the parties.
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2) The arbitrator will set a deadline for the exchange of information to be delivered among the 


parties, and to the arbitrator.


3) The actual arbitration takes place.  This can take anywhere from a couple of hours to a full 


day.


The provincial legislation provides for two forms of arbitration; final proposal arbitration and full 


arbitration.


In final proposal arbitration, the arbitrator conducts the proceedings on the basis of a review of 


written documents and written submissions only. He/she determines each disputed issue by 


selecting one of the final written proposals for resolving the issue(s) under consideration.  


No re-referral process is required. No public hearing is required.  If there is general agreement 


among the members of the Board with the suggestion made by the Town of Sidney, this may be 


the most effective and efficient route to take.  The Board could advise regional district staff to 


prepare a written submission for the arbitration that adequately reflects the Board’s interests.


The cost of a dispute resolution process depends on the number of participants involved and the 


complexity of the issues.  A final proposal arbitration with few issues, may take a few hours to 


resolve.  A full arbitration process for a case that is complex, and involves a lot of evidence, 


obviously takes much longer and costs more.  A full arbitration involves much more evidence 


and the arbitrator may call witnesses. 


A figure of $1,200 was provided as an estimate for a final proposal arbitration involving an 


initial meeting, minimal evidence, no witnesses to be called, and a half-day arbitration session.


Based on the foregoing information, and that provided by the provincial representatives and the 


Mayor of Sidney, the Regional Planning Committee resolved the following, at its meeting of 


March 19, 2003:  


That the Regional Planning Committee recommend to the Regional Board that:


(1) there is a unanimous desire on the part of the Regional Planning Committee to settle the 


regional growth strategy in a timely and effective manner, 


(2) that regional district staff be advised to prepare a written submission for the arbitration, 


which shall be submitted to the Regional Planning Committee and the Regional Board for 


approval prior to formal submission


(3) that the regional district, the Town of Sidney and the District of North Saanich settle the RGS 


through a final proposal arbitration to be initiated immediately
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The Proposed Submission


The submission proposal, contained in Appendix 1 to this report, offers two options for the 


Board’s consideration.  Option #1 proposes a wording change to the first paragraph of the RGS 


implementation chapter to reflect the wording request from the Town of Sidney, and supported 


by the District of North Saanich.


Option #2 proposes a change to the entire RGS implementation chapter in order to respond to the 


stated concerns of a number of the municipalities regarding the scope of the implementation 


process, and the associated cost.


The chronology is provided for information to the arbitrator.  The referenced attachments will be 


provided to the arbitrator.  These have been sent to members of the Regional Planning 


Committee with previous reports, so they are not duplicated here.


RECOMMENDATIONS:


That the Regional Planning Committee recommend to the Regional Board that it:


(1) Approve the proposed wording in Appendix 1 as the format for the CRD’s settlement 


proposal for the RGS arbitration process, 


(2) Approve either option 1 or option 2 as the CRD’s submission for the RGS arbitration 


process, and


(3) Notify the Minister of Community, Aboriginal and Women’s Services that the regional 


district, the Town of Sidney and the District of North Saanich have agreed to settle the RGS 


through a final proposal arbitration process, to be initiated immediately.


FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE RECOMMENDATION:


N/A


___________________________________ ______________________________


Tracy K. Corbett, MCIP Mark Hornell, MCIP


Senior Planner, Regional Planning Services Director, Regional Planning Services


EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S COMMENTS:


_______________________________


W.M. Jordan, Executive Director


Attachments: (4)
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APPENDIX 1


RGS Settlement Proposal


Submission of:


Capital Regional District


(Include name of representative)


Disputants:


1. District of North Saanich


2. Town of Sidney


Context:


The Capital Regional District initiated a regional growth strategy in February 1996, pursuant to 


the requirements of Section 854 of the Local Government Act.  The statutory referral process was 


conducted in 2002.  At the conclusion of the referral period, two of the thirteen member 


municipalities had not accepted the RGS.  


The concerns of the District of North Saanich included the potential cost of the RGS 


implementation initiatives.  The Town of Sidney indicated a number of concerns regarding the 


scope, cost and specific wording of the RGS bylaw.  


The chronology of the referral and settlement process to date is listed below.  Attachments are 


included where noted.


Feb. 27, 2002 The Regional District Board gave first and second reading to the Regional 


Growth Strategy, Bylaw No. 2952. The Board passed a resolution to hold a 


public hearing on the bylaw, and to submit the bylaw to member 


municipalities, neighbouring regional district(s), and the Minister of 


Community, Aboriginal and Women’s Services.


April 3, 2002 The public hearing on Bylaw No. 2952 is held.


April 5, 2002 The Regional Growth Strategy is formally submitted to the member 


municipalities, the CVRD and the Minister.


July 23, 2002 Correspondence from the District of North Saanich received by the 


Regional Board Chair and Directors indicating the District Council’s 


refusal of the RGS.  (Correspondence Attachment x)
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Oct. 31, 2002 Conclusion of statutory referral process, following two extensions of the 


deadline by the province to permit resolution of outstanding issues.


Nov. 28, 2002 Letter sent by Regional Board Chair, Christopher Causton, to Minister 


George Abbott to notify him (in accordance with Section 859 of the Local 


Government Act) of the conclusion of the RGS referral period, and that 


the District of North Saanich and the Town of Sidney Councils had not 


accepted the RGS bylaw.


Dec. 18, 2002 Correspondence from the Town of Sidney is received by the Regional 


Board Chair and Directors requesting the Board revise the Regional 


Growth Strategy to address the concerns of municipalities, particularly 


with regard to implementation and review. 


(Correspondence Attachment x)


Jan. 29, 2003 Regional Board receives staff report on RGS approval process.  Director 


Amos clarifies the concerns of the Town of Sidney with regard to the 


Regional Growth Strategy.


(Attachment x: excerpt from CRD Board Minutes, January 29, 2003, from 


Regional Planning). 


Mar. 5, 2003  Legal opinion received from “Staples, McDannold, Stewart” regarding the 


Council resolution submitted to the Board by the Town of Sidney.  First 


two paragraphs state:  


“A conditional acceptance by the Town of Sidney or any other 


municipality is not an acceptance within the meaning of 857(4)(b)(I) of the 


Local Government Act (“LGA”).  The acceptance must be conditional in 


order for the CRD Board to deal with it.  In other words, a conditional 


acceptance is a refusal to accept the Growth Strategy as presented by the 


CRD.  In my opinion, before adopting the Regional Growth Strategy as 


amended in accordance with the Town of Sidney’s proposal. The Board 


must resubmit it, as amended, to the affected local governments in the 


regional District.


If each of them unconditionally accepts the amended Regional Growth 


Strategy, then the Board has the power under section 857(1) of the LGA to 


adopt the Regional Growth Strategy.”


(Correspondence reference:  Attachment x)
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SUBMISSION:  OPTION #1


The Regional Board proposes the following change to the RGS Implementation Chapter, section 


I-1  delete the existing paragraph and replace with:


I-1a   Maintain a collaborative, agreement seeking regional strategic planning program directed to


work towards achievement of the long term objectives of the Regional Growth Strategy.  


I-1b  Prepare an annual report on implementation and progress toward the goals and objectives of 


the regional growth strategy.


I-1c  At least once every 5 years, consider whether the regional growth strategy should be 


reviewed for possible revision and amendment.


SUBMISSION:  OPTION #2  


The rationale for this option is three-fold:


1) to clarify the role of the provincial and the legislative requirements for implementing the 


RGS,   


2) to respond to a number of the stated concerns of the municipalities regarding the scope of the 


implementation requirements, and the role of the municipalities and the Board in making 


these determinations over time, and  


3) to clarify the relationship of the CRD with First Nations, Islands Trust and CVRD.  They may 


be involved in collective actions and collaborative processes – but they are not bound by the 


RGS.  First Nations are not a level of local government, yet the current wording implies they 


are.  Their involvement will not be as full partners under the LGA, but as willing participants 


in specific initiatives.


Action:  Delete the Implementation Chapter on pages 18 and 19 of the RGS and replace it with 


the following:


I-1   Collaborative Decision-making


Maintain a collaborative, region-wide strategic planning process directed at achieving the long-


term objectives of the Regional Growth Strategy.  This process will include:


 Collaboration with provincial ministries and provincial agencies to address areas of common 


interest


 Consideration of inter-municipal projects and partnerships to address regional issues


 Consideration of inter-jurisdictional projects and partnerships to address regional issues


 Consideration of opportunities to work collaboratively with First Nation Councils within, and 


adjacent to, the capital region, the Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD), and Islands 


Trust on growth-related issues.
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I-2   Annual Reports


The Local Government Act requires the Regional District to prepare annual reports on 


implementation and progress toward achieving the goals of the regional growth strategy.  The 


Regional Board shall determine the nature and extent of information required for these reports.


I-3   RGS 5-Year Review


The Local Government Act requires the regional district to review the Regional Growth Strategy 


for possible amendment at least once every 5 years.  The legislation also requires the regional 


district to provide an opportunity for input on the need for review from the persons, 


organizations, and authorities that were involved in the development of the RGS.  The Regional 


Board shall consider the need for possible updates, changes and amendments to the RGS, in 


consultation with the member municipalities and the representatives of the Intergovernmental 


Advisory Committee (IAC) at least once every five years.  The Board may consider amendments 


to the RGS at other times.


I-4   Interim Update


An interim update of the RGS will be undertaken within two years of adoption.  The interim 


update will not be a complete review of the Regional Growth Strategy, but will provide the 


opportunity to:


 Update and clarify the regional components of the transportation, economic development, 


and affordable housing strategies.  


 Update and clarify the boundaries for the designated centres where required.


 Update and clarify terminology, wording, and text where required based on input from the 


public and stakeholders.


 Incorporate the changes outlined in the RGS memorandum of understandings, and other 


changes deemed necessary by the Regional Board.


(Note:  time period changed to two years given the completion of the Sooke OCP, and the near completion of 


the three implementation strategies)


I-5  Corporate Implementation Statement


According to the provincial legislation, all bylaws adopted by the CRD following adoption of the 


RGS, and all services undertaken by the CRD following adoption of the RGS, must be consistent 


with the regional growth strategy.  However, the regional growth strategy does not commit or 


authorize a regional district, municipality, or improvement district to proceed with any project 


that is specified in the regional growth strategy. The regional district will develop a corporate 


implementation statement for the affected regional departments, that summarizes the directions 


of the RGS and the steps needed to meet the requirements of the legislation.
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I-6  Regional Context Statements


Section 866 of the Local Government Act explains the requirements for the regional context 


statements.  A regional context statement is to be included in each municipal OCP, and must 


specifically identify the relationship between the local OCP and the Regional Growth Strategy 


with regard to:


 The eight strategic initiatives of the RGS and an indication of how they will be achieved at 


the municipal level


 The projected population and employment growth


 The Regional Urban Containment and Servicing policy area location and an indication of the 


policies and plans intended to contain growth.


 An indication of how the designated centres will be supported.


The regional context statement may contain other items that are considered important by the 


municipalities, or items agreed to jointly by the regional district and the municipality.


I-7  RGS Amendments


The RGS is a strategy document intended to guide decision-making over the long term.  Even so, 


course corrections may be needed over the life of the RGS, and strategy changes may be 


warranted from time to time.  


Amendments may be proposed to the CRD Board at any time.  Amendment proposals will be 


compiled by the regional district and reviewed on an annual basis with the Inter-governmental 


Advisory Committee (IAC).  The Regional Board shall determine when, and if, the RGS shall be 


amended.


I-8  Implementation Studies & Projects


Stakeholders, elected officials and residents participating in the Foundations for our Future


process identified a number of issues related to the management of growth and development in 


the regional district.  Not all of these issues could be addressed as part of the RGS.


Over time, the regional district, in collaboration with other partners and participants will consider 


undertaking the following initiatives:


 A coastal zone management plan for the marine areas identified in the Blue Space Core 


Policy Area on Map 4.  Because much of the coastal area falls under federal jurisdiction, 


this project will require authority from the federal government, as well as collaboration with 


the province, affected municipalities, landowners and First Nations.


 A review of local food production and the economic health of the agricultural lands


 A review of aggregate resources and a management plan for access to future supplies


 A review of other long-term strategic resource needs
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I-9  Implementation Agreements


A key feature of the provincial legislation regarding regional growth strategies, is the 


implementation agreement.  Implementation Agreements (IA) provide a new mechanism 


designed to facilitate coordinated local-provincial actions. The implementation agreements are 


the primary means for the regional district, the member municipalities and the provincial 


government to commit to actions on implementation of the RGS.  The legislation also provides 


the mechanism to enter into agreements with the federal government and its agencies, other local 


governments, first nations, school district boards and other local authorities.


The regional district and the member municipalities will work with the provincial government to


develop agreements were needed on the issues to include, but not necessarily be limited to:


 Economic development 


 Transportation planning, funding and governance


 Affordable housing provision, policy development and funding mechanisms,


 Land uses within the interface of community and crown lands, particularly those related to 


forestry and resource extraction


 Long term use and protection of the agricultural land reserve,  and


 Other issues as deemed necessary.


I-9   Budgeting for RGS Implementation


The implementation of the RGS will occur through the existing municipal, regional district and 


provincial budgeting and funding mechanisms.   Implementation initiatives will be undertaken as 


public priorities, project proposals and public budgets allow.  Annual budgets and five-year 


forecasts are intended to support the implementation of the RGS development strategy and 


supportive services, facilities and infrastructure.


The long term goal of the RGS is to invest public funds wisely in the implementation of the 


strategy and to realize cost-efficiencies as a result.


I-10 Tools for Implementation


A variety of planning and regulatory tools already exist to assist in the implementation of the 


RGS.  Which tool is used and how it is used depends on the priorities and approach taken by an 


individual jurisdiction.  Tolls include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following”


 Official Community Plans (OCPs)


 Neighbourhood and area plans


 Zoning bylaws


 Development permits


 Subdivision regulations


 Design guidelines and or requirements


 Liquid waste management plans


 Solid waste management plans, including recycling programs


 Stormwater management plans
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 Parks protection, management and acquisition programs


 Transportation plans and projects


 Conservation easements and covenants


Implementation of the RGS will also reflect investments made by the private sector, through the 


development industry, homebuyers and business interests.  An important role for the provincial 


and local governments is to align the public-sector policies, plans, programs and regulations to 


encourage private sector investment in the desired form and location as outlined in this growth 


strategy.


If other tools are needed the implement the RGS, the regional district and the member 


municipalities will work with the provincial government to obtain the necessary tools, revenue 


sources, and authorities to effectively implement this strategy.

(end)
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APPENDIX 2


RGS Implementation Chapter (current wording of the RGS bylaw)


Implementation


To implement the Regional Growth Strategy, the CRD Board, working in partnership with its 


member municipalities, the Province, the Federal Government and others, will:


I-1.Maintain a collaborative, agreement–seeking regional strategic planning program directed to 


work towards achievement of the long term objectives of the Regional Growth Strategy, which 


will periodically report on progress towards goals and objectives, and undertake every five years 


after adoption, or more frequently at the Board's direction, a substantial review and update of the 


Regional Growth Strategy.


I-2.Prepare and adopt, within two years of the adoption of the Regional Growth Strategy, a Master 


Implementation Agreement that gives effect to key Regional Growth Strategy actions and 


establishes procedures for its maintenance, amendment, and periodic update. The agreement will 


also address such matters as the CRDs role in coordinating implementation of the Regional 


Growth Strategy including public investments, equitable approaches to financing regional growth 


and development, agreed criteria for defining regionally significant development initiatives, 


including the expansion or extension of services beyond the Regional Urban Containment & 


Servicing boundary, and effective procedures to initiate processes for their inter–jurisdictional 


review. 


I-3.Establish, within one year of the adoption of the Regional Growth Strategy, a process and 


program to monitor, evaluate and periodically report on regional economic, population, social 


and environmental trends and progress towards achievement of Regional Growth Strategy vision 


and objectives.


I-4.Work to reach agreement, within two years of the adoption of the Regional Growth Strategy, on 


Regional Context Statements for each member municipality to adopt within their official 


community plans, that explain how each municipality will implement, or work towards 


implementing, its commitments under the Regional Growth Strategy.


I-5.Establish, within one year of the adoption of the Regional Growth Strategy, a Corporate 


Implementation Strategy including policies, programs and procedures that permit the CRD to 


demonstrate that all its bylaws, services, and spending are consistent with the adopted Regional 


Growth Strategy as required by legislation.


I-6.Undertake an interim update of the Regional Growth Strategy, within three years of its adoption, 


to define the Regional Urban Containment and Servicing Policy Area in the District of Sooke, 


and incorporate revisions that arise from the Regional Transportation Strategy, the Regional 


Housing Affordability Strategy, and the Regional Economic Development Strategy.
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I-7.Work to develop partnerships with the nine First Nations Councils in the Capital Region that 


ultimately will lead to their joining in the Regional Growth Strategy as full partners. The Board 


will do this with the full recognition that Capital Region First Nations have asserted within their 


traditional territories, aboriginal rights and title and treaty rights currently undergoing formal 


definition through the modern treaty and other processes. The Board recognizes that First 


Nations Councils are neighbouring governments in the Capital Region, with a shared interest in 


managing long term development to enhance regional quality of life. The Board further 


recognizes that implementation of the Regional Growth Strategy will proceed without prejudice 


to any aboriginal rights or title that may currently exist, or be defined further through treaty or 


other processes.


I-8.Coordinate with the Cowichan Valley Regional District and the Islands Trust to ensure that long 


term planning and development policies and initiatives in those jurisdictions are compatible with 


the vision and objectives of the Capital Region’s Regional Growth Strategy.
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ATTACHMENTS


Attachment A: Correspondence from the District of North Saanich


Attachment B:  Correspondence for the Town of Sidney


Attachment C:  Correspondence for Staples, McDannold, Stewart


Attachment D:  Correspondence from the Minister of Community, Aboriginal and Women’s 


Services


